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Life-changing Lessons - What’s Most Important?
Caroline Brown, Director of Operations
The COVID-19 pandemic presents us with an opportunity for powerful transformation in our hearts and our
lives. If we will forego conceding to all the negative thoughts and emotions that lead us to fear, worry, and
stress, we can be open to the wisdom this crisis offers us. This time of quarantine and social distancing forces
us to slow down, be more present, and if we allow it, to re-evaluate what is essential and most important in our
lives. During this crisis, I’ve recognized just how much I don’t really need all that I think I do and I appreciate
the “little things”. As a society, it’s clear that we choose a lifestyle that we are convinced lends itself to greater
convenience and more enjoyment, but instead, creates more hassle and stress. We seek to attain, achieve, and
accumulate more and more, then we spend our time, energy, and resources maintaining all of it instead of enjoying life. We run at a race car pace, offering the best of who we are to everything and everybody else, leaving
little for what really matters most to us. We live in overwhelming times with duty, obligation, and anxiety at
the expense of our health and our heart, and we don’t even stop to notice the cost. This slower, simpler time is
perfect to reconnect to ourselves and re-evaluate what is necessary, important, and meaningful. My hope is
that we, as a society, will allow this time of crisis to filter out the debris from our hearts and our lives, so, we
are free to return to what matters most. Let’s not let this crisis be in vain. Let’s decide that we are not going to
return to our old ways. Examine your life. Be open to learning and growing. Allow this time to shift your thinking, expand your awareness, and transform your being. Times of crisis change us. Let this time transform you
from the inside out so that your life is never the same. Let it be better than you can imagine.

There’s always beauty in the pain, lessons in the
struggle, and much to be grateful for in all of it.

HELLO, I am Sara Poskonka….Receptionist,
Eatontown
I have worked for MCA for the past 3 years so I am not
technically new to the company. Prior to my current position as a Receptionist, I worked in Medical Records in the
Freehold office. Some of you may know my mother, Diana Martinez. She is the Freehold Front Desk Supervisor. My favorite past time is to body paint. (Almost) every
Monday, I spend 5+ hours in front of a mirror transforming myself into different characters. On top
of that I currently run my own company, Facecination,
which is a Children's Entertainment company. We provide face painting, balloon twisting, cotton candy,
sand art etc. I want to one day expand to owning my own venue to host events and parties. I've also worked
on a TV show on Disney Channel as the lead makeup artist. What I am most excited for once Quarantine is
over is to finally be able to work more Facecination jobs. During Quarantine, I started a new hobby of gardening. The inside of my house is slowly turning into a rainforest , lol. I am still learning but so far I have
had a lot of success with my vegetables which I am very excited about. I also enjoy watching a lot of shows
and movies, my favorites are Pirates of the Caribbean, Always Sunny in Philadelphia and What we do in the
Shadows and Dexter.

Nash (potatoes)
Amiie Medica’s 3 month old
Cockapoo, Grandpuppy!

ROCKIN’ THE MCA
LUNCH BAG!

MCA staff
loving their new
T– shirts

Wine Down……..

Liz Ciampoli,

MA Supervisor, Eatontown

Wine in the Time of Self-Quarantine
Isolation does not require you to forgo a good bottle, despite social stigma by
Steve Daniels, M.D.
In short order, the world has changed and so has the thinking about public gatherings. Parties have been
postponed, restaurants have closed, and we have had to reconsider such commonplace things as gathering
with our friends. Under orders to socially distance, isolate and even self-quarantine, communal activities
cannot be taken for granted. And what’s more communal that drinking wine? In our new cautionary, stay
at home environment, drinking wine may seem as much of a balm as making soup or binging on Netflix.
Sharing a bottle with roommates or a spouse does not raise an eyebrow but what if social distancing means
you are drinking alone? Too often, the answer to that question is a finger wag.
From the moment we begin to learn about wine, we are taught to drink socially and responsibly. Wine is
for sharing, for drinking with friends or family over a meal. It would be easy to think oneself strange for
wanting to enjoy a glass (or two) of wine alone. But coronavirus has put us in a different situation now.
The concern is not downing sorrows but enjoying that glass of wine, even if alone. As the notion of drinking alone makes it more likely that you will consume an entire bottle in one sitting only reinforces the potential ramifications of the decision to pull the cork in the first place. However, if you have opened a bottle
of wine and consumed half of it, recork it and keep in a cool place or in fridge, it will last several days. We
know wine encourages conviviality and inspires contemplation, which is always welcome, especially if the
conversation is with yourself.
Solitude and a little wine can send the mind in an unexpectedly delightful direction. The bottom line is:
We are doing what’s necessary in an unexpected predicament to protect the health of family, friends and
ourselves. We are sacrificing! Sacrificing does not mean that all pleasures must be lost. So, lets make the
best of it and toast, even from afar, the day we can all gather again, hug, kiss, shake hands and touch our
faces with impunity.

Salute!

5 Years
Lorraine Spinelli Anacker, EP Assistant Manager—April 2nd

15 Years
Lynne Bell, Pre-Certification Coordinator—April 11th
Julie Wagner, Research and EP Administrative Assistant—May 9th
Susan Bumbico, Medical Records Clerk—May 16th
Erica Stroever RN, Stress Nurse—June 6th
Lisa Fiore, Pre-Certification Coordinator—June 13th

Thank you for your years of service!
*Service Anniversaries will be announced in the quarter closest to the
anniversary date*

What did you miss the most during the Quarantine?

50% Missed Family and Friends
35% Missed Going Out for Dinner
12 % Missed Bars and Dancing
2% Missed Music/Concerts
1% Missed Wedding Plans

Thank you for your responses ….enjoy
enjoy the Summer!

